
Welcome
A Guide for Black Tourists In New Orleans



Dear Advertiser:
 
We are writing you today to share information about the upcoming edition of Welcome 
magazine, McKenna Publishing Company’s vibrant and informative guide geared to Black 
tourists who visit New Orleans.

As a savvy business person, you will want to take advantage of the opportunity to promote 
your business to the enthusiastic, sophisticated tourists who visit our city annually.  From 
Mardi Gras to Jazz Festival to Essence Fest to New Year’s festivities and everything in 
between—Black tourists are increasingly making New Orleans a vacation destination.
 
In fact, travel by Black Americans is booming, with African Americans spending almost $50 
billion on domestic and international travel annually. Moreover, New Orleans is listed as 
one of the top 14 spots internationally for Black travelers by Ebony magazine. New Orleans 
also ranks among the most popular destinations chosen by African-American organizations 
and church groups for their annual conventions. In short, Black Americans are visiting New 
Orleans. Now, let’s make sure that when they do, they come to see you.
 
Black visitors to our city are increasingly seeking authentic, heritage experiences in addition 
to the nationally-known brands found in most urban areas as places to patronize. Black 
travelers also want to be assured that they are patronizing friendly establishments that 
welcome and value their business. Your presence in Welcome magazine will let them know 
that, while also serving as a go-to source as they plan their vacations and once they have 
arrived to city—providing direction and tips on the places, people and things that make 
New Orleans one of the most unique city’s in America. You do not want to miss this unique 
opportunity to market your services and products to this very attractive market segment 
with discretionary dollars to spend. 

This year we will expand on our customer reach by introducing a web-version of Welcome, 
which has a 365-day shelf life. This means that in addition to the 30,000 copies that we 
print and distribute throughout the year at places where we know African Americans  will 
frequent , (hotels, restaurants, and other meeting places)  and the times of their visits here 
starting with the Essence Festival--we will also be able to direct tourists and visitors to our 
electronic version of Welcome even before they arrive in the city, thus helping them to more 
efficiently plan their itineraries for memorable and meaningful vacations.

The reservation deadline for Welcome is fast-approaching. Attached you will find the ad 
specifications and rates for our newly designed publication. 
 
Here are some important dates:

Space reservation: May 1
 
Camera ready deadline: May 15
 
On street delivery: July 1
 
Web launch: June 1
 
Someone from our staff will be in touch with you soon or feel free to call us at 504-945-0772 
to reserve space.
 
Sincerely,
 

Beverly McKenna
Publisher



Welcome
Ad Rates for 2016

AD SIZE Rate
Full page | $3,500
Half page | $1,600

Quarter page | $800
One Sixth Page | $500

Ads should be submitted in PDF format, 
or High Resolution and pring ready. If 
you have any questions, please call Fred 
Plunkett at 504-231-3769.

A nominal production fee applies on 
some in-house typeset ads.

ADDED VALUE
With full page ads, you also 
receive: one horizontal banner ad and 
one block ad on all of our websites, plus 
four exclusive e-blasts.

With half page ads, you also 
receive: one horizontal banner ad and 
one block ad on all of our websites, plus 
two exclusive e-blasts.

With quarter page ads, you also 
receive: one horizontal banner ad on 
all of our websites, plus one exclusive 
e-blast.

Banner sizes: 
Horizontal: 728 x 90 | Vertical 550 x 770

QR banners ads come with a specfied code (website link, or business card.) 
The QR code decreases your ad’s art space to 4 x 1.25.

5.25 X 1.275 BANNER


